
 

 
  

  
 

                                                                 
Ms Katherine King 
Examining Authority  
The Planning Inspectorate 
3/18 Eagle Wing Temple 
 Quay 2 The Square 
 Bristol  
BS1 6PN  
 
15th February 2016 

 Your Reference: ENO20016  

Our Reference: BFC-AFP033  

Dear Mrs King 

 Application by Western Power Distribution (South Wales) / The Brechfa Forest Connection  

Dear Mrs King  

Further to the Hearings on the 10th and 11th February, I submit the following documents as 
evidence to support my statements and questions to the Applicant. 

I detail below the attached Appendices –  

Appendix 1 
My statement made at the Compulsory Acquisition Hearing on 10th February 
 
Appendix 2  
My statement made at the Issue Specific Hearing on 11th February in response to the Applicants 
response to Question DLV2-04  
 
Appendix 3 
Letter of 27th November 2015 from Bruton Knowles, referred to in my statement of 10th February, 
regarding our query about the changes from single to twin poles which advised us "we confirmed 
that this is a matter to be raised with the Planning Inspector at the meetings" 
 
Appendix 4  
Our letter of 12th January, referred to in my statement of 10th January, to WPD again re questing 
the opportunity for engagement and negotiation  
 
Appendix 5 
Letter of 21st January from Bruton Knowles, referred to in my statement of 10th February, which 
amongst other things provided us with a comparison pole height on our land between the stage 3 
design and as in the submitted design. In the letter it stated that pole 155 was at a height of 15m at 
stage 3, but pole 155 was not on our land at stage 3? This is evidence on page 36 of the Overview 
Report November 2014 - copy at Appendix 10  
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Appendix 6  
Extracts from the Consultation Report Appendix 7.5, SoCC Table 9.2.1, and SoCC pages 19, 20, 21 & 
35 (Appendix C - List of names of the individual Elected Representatives) In the Hearing on Thursday 
11th February I questioned the Applicant regarding the Consultation with elected representatives 
(MPs, AMs, RAMs, MEPs) which is identified as having taken place as stated in the Consultation 
Report 5.1 and the Statement of Community Consultation. 
I requested evidence that the consultation had taken place as the names of the MPs, AMs, RAMs 
and MEPs do not appear amongst the Royal Mail Recorded Delivery log for Section 42 consultees 
mail-out in for Stage 3 - Appendix 7.5 (As uploaded on the PINS website) The Examining Inspector 
requested submission of the I requested at evidence at Deadline 5. At the close of the hearing the 
Applicant advised the Examining Inspector that the proof of postings was listed in Appendix 7.5 . This 
is not true as they are not listed in Appendix 7.5  
 
The Proof of Posting may have just been left out of the list in Appendix 7.5, this will further illustrate 
the point I made in my submission following the December Hearings, that the Applicant is unable to 
administer simple processes. In my submission in December I provided extensive evidence of the 
numerous occasions when our land holding has been mixed-up with other holdings, survey teams 
turned-up unannounced, entered our land announced and without permission and didn't make pre-
arranged appointments.  
 
If the applicant is not able to provide the evidence that the invitations to a one to one briefing and a 
site tour of the Final route did not go out to our Elected Representatives, as is stated in the 
Statement of Community Consultation and Consultation Report 5.1 documents, then the validity of 
the Stage 3 consultation process would be subject to challenge. 
 
 Appendix 7 
Our letter of 25th January, referred to in my statement of 10th February, again outlining our 
concerns and requesting that someone from the WPD Project Team engages with us.  
 
Appendix 8 
E-mail of 2nd February from Bruton Knowles, referred to in my statement of 10th February, 
regarding a proposed meeting - which includes the statements - "I think it is important that we 
clarify with you that the position and type of wooden poles that form the scheme submitted in May 
2015 cannot be changed" and "any meeting that we have has to be on the pretext that the route is 
set" and "you of course have the ability as you have done, to challenge the application direct to the 
Examining Authority via written representations and appearing at the hearings".  
 
Additionally, in my question to the Applicant in the Compulsory Acquisition Hearing on the 10th 
February, I referred to the e-mail of 2nd February from Brunton Knowles regarding the correctness 
of the statement within the e-mail "the position and type of poles that form the scheme submitted 
in May 2015 cannot be changed. Further to my cross-questioning of the Applicant on this point, the 
Applicant confirmed that their statement in the e-mail was not true.  
 
Appendix 9 
E-mail of 8th February from Bruton Knowles, referred to in my statement of 10th February, which 
included – 
 "As you are well aware, you do have the ability to challenge WPD's approach by making your 
representations to the Examining Authority" and "we have offered a meeting with you on the 
pretext that we can attempt to explain the rationale behind the decisions taken in setting of the 
route, but on the understanding that the submitted route alignment is fixed and will therefore not 
be changed as a result of any discussions". 
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Appendix 10 
Overview Report November 2014, see page 7, as referred to in my statement of 11th February. See 
paragraph 1 on page 7. WPD referred to the first part of the first sentence in their response to 
question DLV2-04, as outlined in Document 9.17. I quoted from the document the remainder of the 
sentence referred to by WPD and the following sentence. WPD's stated in their response to the 
question ...."an overhead line connection using a combination of single and twin wood pole 
structures. This is how the design was referred to within the overview report which accompanied 
consultation."  
The full sentence and the following sentence on page 7 read –  
"The overhead line part of the connection would be made using a combination of single and twin 
pole structures, as this would help to reduce any potential visual impact on the country side and also 
minimise the wider environmental impact of the connection. As a general rule, twin wood pole 
structures would be required where the route of the line changes direction and single wood poles 
would be used for the majority of the rest of the route ".  
 
The Overview Report November 2014 is described on page 44 of the report as "This is a plain 
language overview of the Brechfa Forest Connection Project". This is the document which we and 
other landowners were provided with at stage 3 Final consultation. The design of the scheme, as 
described in this document, has been significantly changed from what was illustrated in the 
Overview Report and what has subsequently been submit ted with the inclusion of 55% more twin 
poles and changes to the route. 
On page 42 of the document it states –  
"We want to hear what you have to say about our proposed scheme so we can use what you tell us 
to refine our final design". We would not accept that the significant changes are a refinement. The 
introduction of 55% more twin poles and the route changes since the closure of the 3rd stage of 
consultation is not a refinement; it amounts to a significant change of the design. 
 
Further to my cross-questioning of the Applicant when I suggested we and our neighbours should 
have been consulted on the design options (WDP stated they devised 3 options A,B & C) after 
closure of stage 3 and prior to submission of the final design –  
as evidence that the Applicant should have further consulted us and our neighbours when twin poles 
were introduced, which is a significant change, refer to – 
page 46 of the Overview Report, paragraph 2, states "If, as a result of the consultation and the 
feedback received, we need to significantly change the proposed scheme, further targeted 
consultation on those changes would take place". 
 
Question OM2-01 
The Applicant provided costings on pages 8 & 9 of the Overview Report document for the cost per 
kilometre for overhead and undergrounding. The Applicant failed to provide the current cost 
estimates for the Project, at Deadline 4, and additionally failed to provide the information at the 
hearing on 11th February which they had undertaken to do in their answer to OM2-01. 
When the costs are provided by the Applicant, if they are significantly different from what was 
presented to us in the Overview Report, we would consider the costings quoted in the Overview 
Report as a misrepresentation and an unfair comparison.  
 

Appendix 11  
Copies of our letters to WPD dated 9th November 2015. Copy of letter of 25th January 2016 (at 
Appendix 7) , both provided as evidence to support my question to the Applicant on 10th February 
regarding information missing from the Up-dated Land Owner Engagement Table 9.18.1  
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Our letters to WPD of 9th November 2015 and 25th January 2016 are missing from the table.  
 
Additionally, at the hearing on 2nd December 2015, I stated that we had provided a statement to 
WPD following their mail-out to Land Owners requesting signature to a 'jointly agreed statement' on 
the current position of negotiations on reaching any agreement to the HoTs, and that it was not 
included in the Land Owner Engagement Report. The Examining Inspector requested that WPD 
include our response in the table, this has not been included in the up-dated report. Our statement 
is the penultimate paragraph in our letter of 9th November 2015. 
 
Appendix 12 
In response to the Applicants statement in the Hearing on 10th February, "that Land Owners who 
objected to the overhead line would not come to a voluntary agreement". As evidence that this is 
not a true assumption I provide a copy of our Stage 2 Consultation response, 4th March 2014. I 
quote from our document in Appendix 12 - 
"Our statement on the proposed alignment options between the connection point near Llandyfaelog 
and the Brechfa area. We are opposed to any overhead wires and supporting infrastructure for the 
reasons below.".... and in our comments on route D1, I quote – 
"Our Preferred Route Across Our Land if D1 Is The Final Selected Route. 
We have identified our preferred route across our land which would minimise the visual impact 
which is our greatest concern and additionally follow a route far away from our private water supply 
and our septic tanks which is our other cause for concern. The route follows the lowest point of our 
land and would maximise the existing mature tree lines approaching our land and over our land". 
 
Appendix 13  
Statement by Mrs Diana Reader, regarding the undertaking by WPD to underground the existing 
11kV line which crosses the land of our neighbours, the Davies.  
 
Appendix 14  
Copy of the Plan provided to us by the Project Team on 17th December 2014. Submitted as evidence 
to support my cross-questioning of the applicant that we had not been provided with a fully worked-
up design to consult on at Stage 3 Consultation and that our consultation had been abused and used 
as a lever for WPD to do what they liked. Following my questioning the Applicant confirmed that 
irrespective of our or our neighbours consultation views at Stage 3 - Final Consultation the design 
would have been changed any way due to topographical and environmental reasons. 
 
 I stated that we had been provided with this plan at the site meeting with the Project Team and 
guided to use the pencil amendments on the plan to form our submission. 
 
I also stated that all the necessary surveys should have been carried out prior to submission of the 
Final design at Stage 3 Consultation which was illustrated to all land Owners in the Overview Report 
document November 2014  
 
Appendix 15  
Copy of the proposed route alignments at the start of the Consultation process which illustrates why 
the final route was chosen - to facilitate connection to the Bryn Llywelyn Wind Farm via D2 or D3. As 
we outlined in our stage 3 Consultation submission when the application for this wind farm was 
withdrawn the route was not reviewed, only the cable capacity. This accounts for the absurd loop in 
the route around our property where the line does not take a more direct route over open farmland 
and crossing the road further south but it loops up and around, crossing the road and down into our 
valley, then up the hill steeply over our neighbours land, back down the hill and looping back down 
to the road, taking an unnecessarily long route. 
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I have provided this now as I am not sure if the Examining Inspectorate has been provided with it by 
the Applicant and it is important evidence to support our case that the route should have been 
reviewed following the withdraw of Bryn Llywelyn wind farm.  
 
Without this now unnecessary loop in the line the Brechfa Forest West wind farm substation could 
have been more suitably situated. 
 
I have additionally posted a paper copy of the Overview Report November 2014, this has also been 
forwarded as an electronic file at Appendix 10. Although the copy is not the weighty and glossy 
printed document Land Owners were provided with at the Stage 3 Consultation events I wanted to 
provide the Examining Inspectorate a feel what we were given. This is the document we all based 
our consultation submissions on, it is written in clear plain English, it outlines the Project providing 
clear detail on the use of single poles with twin poles in general used on the turns.  
 
Please let me know if you experience any difficulty in accessing any of the attached files and if 
necessary I can provide a printed copy. 
 
Kind regards  

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 Diana & Kevin Reader 
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Statement made at Compulsory Acquisition Hearing 10/02/2016 
 
 In response to CA2-01 

 I wish to put our case why all reasonable alternatives to the Compulsory Acquisition of our land 
have not been explored –  

From the day we were presented with the HoTs document and plan of the submitted design ( 22 
September 2015) we have repeatedly requested engagement from WPD.  

We have raised a number of reasonable concerns and questions regarding the design and 
construction phase which we want the opportunity to discuss, to date we have not received an 
answer to any of our concerns or questions.  

We want to discuss how a solution can be found which is agreeable to all parties so we can proceed 
to an agreement. I won't go into the details of our correspondence with WPD as we have already 
provided the Inspector with copies, but I do wish to illustrate here today our attempts to engage in 
negotiation –  

We had a meeting with Bruton Knowles on 26th November when they advised us that they had not 
been engaged to enter into discussions relating to the change of the design or construction phase 
and we must refer to WPD. They arrived for the meeting without any paperwork or any background 
information regarding our issues. 

Following the meeting they wrote and regarding our concerns with the imposition of H poles, I quote 
- "we confirmed that this was a matter to be raised with the Planning Inspector at the meetings" 

We wanted a meeting to discuss our concerns and to explore all possible options.  

We wrote again to WPD on 12 January 2016, again outlining our concerns and questions and 
requesting negotiation.  

WPD did not acknowledge our letter, but following a letter to WPD from our AM asking for 
"engagement with Mr and Mrs Reader as a matter of urgency" we received a response from Bruton 
Knowles on 21st January. It was wholly inadequate, all the information they provided was incorrect, 
on every point, and they seemed confused with the detail of the design and our land issues.  

For example, we requested a comparison of the height of poles on our land between stage 3 and the 
submitted design, the pole numbers quoted weren't even sited on our land at stage 3. 

We wrote again to WPD on 25th January expressing our disappointment with the response from 
Bruton Knowles and requesting that someone from the WPD Project Team engages with us, we 
stated that we did not consider the response received constituted engagement in any form, it was at 
best arrogant, dismissive of the consultation process and not in the spirit of negotiation. 

On 29th January, after over 4 months of requests we received an offer of a meeting with a senior 
member of the WPD Project Team, I quote - "to discuss the content of our e-mail and to see if 
further progress can be made towards resolving the issues raised" 

We requested that our Land Agent was present at any meeting and that additionally a meeting was 
offered to our neighbours, as any solution would affect both parties we wanted full transparency. 
Responses WPD have provided for the reasons behind the imposition of H poles have played on one 
neighbours preferences against the others.  

 



 

We don't agree, it should be possible to satisfy all parties as our preferred outcome, to reduce the 
visibility of the connection, is perfectly aligned. We do suspect however that the reason behind the 
introduction of H poles in this section is to avoid the need to underground the existing 11kv line to 
gain clearance for the new line. I will address this point in detail in tomorrow's hearing. 

We do now wonder if there is any intention on the part of WPD to enter into negotiations with us. I 
quote from an e-mail we received on 2 February regarding the proposed meeting – 

"I think it is important that we clarify with you that the position and type of wooden poles that form 
the scheme submitted in May 2015 cannot be changed"  

"any meeting that we have has to be on the pretext that the route is set" 

"you of course have the ability as you have done, to challenge the application direct to the 
Examining Authority via written representations and appearing at the hearings" 

We don't want to be here today challenging the application, we want to negotiate a voluntary 
agreement. 

I stated this at the last hearings, a negotiated agreement will allow us to negotiate the inclusion of 
clauses specific to us. 

We are now genuinely concerned that the process is progressing to conclusion and we have not 
been provided with any opportunity by WPD to negotiate. 

 We now put our trust in you, the Examining Body. 

 



 

Specific Hearing 11th January 2016 
 
 Regarding the Changes to the submitted design following the closure of Stage 3 Consultation and 
the increase of 55% in H poles  

There has been a significant change to the design following the closure of the stage 3 consultation 
with the introduction of 55% more H poles in the submitted design.  

H poles only represented 15% of the total at stage 3, H poles now represent 33% 

I don't understand WPDs statement in response to question DLV2-04 – 
"The Applicant wishes to state that the proposed connection began as a H pole OHL" 
 
I thought we were here to discuss the submitted design and the process around it? 

I wish to state that the proposed connection was 'sold' as predominantly single poles with occasional 
twin poles. 

To justify their answer to WPD quote from the Overview Repot November 2014 which we were 
presented with at stage 3 consultation – 
"an overhead connection using a combination of single and twin pole structures" 
 
This is a very relevant quote which I'm pleased WPD have hi-lighted, as more detail is provided 
further in the sentence that WPD quote from – 

HOLD UP, SHOW TO EVERYONE & READ FROM OUR OVERVIEW REPORT November 2014, 

the document we were provided with when we attended the Stage 3 Consultation exhibition on 
18th December 2014 - quote from page 7 

WPD quote in their response -"The overhead line part of the connection would be made using a 
combination of single and twin wood pole structures" 

the sentence continues – 

"(coma) -as this would help to reduce any potential visual impact on the countryside and also 
minimise the wider environmental impact of the connection. As a general rule, twin wood pole 
structures would be required where the route of the line changes direction and single wood poles 
would be used for the majority of the rest of the route" 

As the line doesn't change direction over our land 

As single poles were illustrated over our land at stage 3 

As in all the meetings we held with WPD twin poles were never mentioned, not once 

As Andrew Hubbold, Project Manager at our first meeting on 8th September 2014 referred to a 
recent WPD Press Release (20th August), and was pleased to tell us the 'good news' that now single 
poles would be used for the route, except for the turns. 

You may appreciate our feelings of betrayal by WPD 

Additionally, in their response WPD state that - "pole types and locations were sometimes amended 
from those shown at statutory consultation"  

This is a 55% increase, 37 additional twin poles.  

 



 

These changes are significant to how the connection was portrayed at consultation, in the Press, at 
consultation meetings, in WPDs literature and at face to face meetings, we and others have 
previously provided this evidence to the Inspector.  

We entered into this consultation with faith that it provided a framework for a genuine opportunity 
for those affected to 'have a voice'.  

We fully understand that all requests cannot necessarily be met, but in this section the views of the 
two landowners affected are perfectly aligned, to minimise the visual impact. it must be possible to 
achieve a solution which will accommodate everyone. 

 We maintain that WDP have used the consultation process as a lever to get their own way, not just 
with us you only have to read the other landowners submissions.  

As a response to my question yesterday it was stated that even if we and our neighbours had not 
consulted at stage 3 then the line would have been re-designed anyway for environmental and 
topographical reasons, WPD had nearly 2 years to carry out all the necessary surveys.  

We should have been provided with a fully worked-up and deliverable final design to consult on, not 
something which didn't even take into account environmental and topographical issues - we then 
would have had a fair chance to consult.  

It was confirmed to me yesterday that it was not true when Bruton Knowles wrote to me on 2nd 
February and told me that –  

"the scheme submitted in May 2015 cannot be changed"  

We don't think this is acceptable - we should be told the truth throughout this process 

 We have been told that we must demonstrate reasonableness and to negotiate, I have evidenced 
this.  

WDP have been told they must be able to demonstrate to the Secretary of State that all reasonable 
alternatives to CA - INCLUDING MODIFICATION TO THE SCHEME - have been explored - where is 
their evidence?  

The only evidence we have is WPDs responses to us - requests for us to challenge the application 
with the Examining Body. 

 

























































 

Western Power Distribution  

FREEPOST B FOREST CONNECTION  

  
  

 
  
 
9th November 2015  

Your Ref: BFC/AH/108 

 Dear Mr Hubbold 

Further to your letter of 6th November. 

When your colleague met with us on Tuesday 22nd September and presented us with your Heads of 
Terms Agreement for the Grant of Easement over our land a number of follow-up points were left 
with Western Power to come back to us on. We made it clear that we required a response on these 
points to enable us to proceed with entering into any agreement. I confirm that to date we have not 
received any communication from Western Power on these points. I outline the points below –  

1 The proposed location of the pole is different to that which had been discussed and illustrated on 
the last document we were provided with by Western Power. The pole is now illustrated located in a 
different field and is now a twin pole. We requested a site visit where the exact proposed position 
could be identified to us and marked out so we could take a visual record of the location for our 
future reference.  

Since the meeting we have had an opportunity to further consider the new proposed location. The 
original location was agreed in principal by us as it was positioned using the existing tree lines to 
provide some screening. Additionally, the position met our requirement to be positioned as close to 
the hedge line as possible as we will require any posts to be fenced off from the field as they would 
present a danger to our horses while turned out and a potential dangerous hazard to us while 
exercising the horses. This is outlined in our Stage 2 Consultation submission. We would like 
consideration made to the pole being re-located back in the original position. 

 We have also considered the new proposal of a twin poles in the line approaching, over and on past 
our land. We were advised at the meeting that twin poles were now being proposed as this reduced 
the overall number of poles used. We would like to know what is the reasoning behind the using 
twin poles, what is the driver and where is the benefit? When we met with you and your Project 
Team on site your Engineer confirmed that the original location was possible and no mention was 
made of twin poles until this final proposal. We would like to be provided with calculations of the 
final heights of the proposed twin pole in relation to the original use of a single pole, we would like 
this information for the original and new proposed locations. 

 2 We hi-lighted that the new proposed pole location was in line with an underground water supply 
and BT cable route (wayleave) to a neighbouring property which runs over our land. We requested 
acknowledgement that this potential conflict had been accounted for and that there would not be 
subsequent amendments necessary which would result in a further change which would then be out 
of our control? We have previously identified these wayleaves to Western Power. 

 



 

 Since the meeting we have an opportunity to further consider the implications of positioning the 
pole in the new position you propose in relation to the underground services. Even if it is feasible to 
site a pole in this new location it would present a potential problem if the services needed to be 
replaced/repaired in the future which could cause us additional problems and inconvenience. 

 3 As identified in our Stage 2 Consultation submission, our property will be devalued by the 
construction of a 132kv power connection over our land. We requested that Western Power 
commence negotiations regarding the value of compensation to us for the devaluation of our 
property with a view to an 'agreement in principal' being in place prior to our agreement of the 
Heads of Terms. 

 4 Our property is a 'standalone residential property' which is in close proximity to the proposed 
route of the line. To assist with the assessment of compensation we requested that a copy of the 
residential visual amenity impact assessment for our property to be forwarded to our Agent who 
would be conducting the devaluation negotiations on our behalf. We are not aware that this has 
been forwarded and no negotiations have been entered into with us. We would expect that any 
impact assessment would take into account the original and the revised position of the proposed 
poles, especially with regard to the overall height/visibility. 

 5 Our final concern was regarding access, especially as our land is very wet. We asked what 
provision would be place to ensure we maintain control of when construction would have access to 
our land to minimise damage to our land, minimise recovery period for our grazing and safeguard 
the safety of our horses by ensuring we were always fully aware and have provided permissions for 
access. We have outlined our concerns in our Stage 3 Consultation submission. We are especially 
concerned with this aspect as I'm sure you will remember the number of issues we experienced with 
regard to the lack of correct communication when we provided permissions for the various survey 
teams. 

 In light of the above, we confirm – 

 We are in receipt of the heads of terms agreement. We are awaiting a response to the above points 
before negotiations can be progressed towards any agreement. Once our concerns have been 
addressed we will work with Western Power to progress with negotiations.  

This letter is our summary of the current status of negotiations. If you would like review and up-date 
your summary of the statement sheet to reflect our position as to the progress made in, and current 
position of, negotiations on reaching any agreement and return it to us for our signature 

We look forward to hearing from you.  

Kind regards 

 Diana & Kevin Reader 

 c.c. Matthew Lloyd, Rees Richard & Partners  
        Martin Broderick, Examining Authority 

 

















































































































 

Statement by – 

 Mrs Diana Reader 

 Undertaking Given by WPD to Place Underground the Existing 11kV Line On The Land Of Mr & Mrs 
Bryan Davies  

Mrs Diana Reader 14th February 2016  

On the morning of Monday 8th September 2014 four members of WPD's Project Team, (Andrew 
Hubbold, Project Manager, Geraint Griffith, Victoria Robinson and Jason Pacey), met with my 
husband, Kevin Reader, and myself at our property, Pen-y-waun. The meeting was to discuss the 
proposed 132kV Brechfa Forest Connection Project as our land had been identified as falling within 
the development corridor.  

We had identified our 'preferred' route for the line over our land, as outlined in our Stage 2 
Consultation submission, and had requested engagement with WPD. 

 Mr Hubbold outlined the project to myself and my husband, hi-lighting the recent Press coverage on 
the announcement that the line would now only be supported by single poles, with twin poles at the 
turns.  

My husband had been unwell so he didn't accompany us when I embarked on a tour of our 
smallholding with the Project Team viewing our preferred route, field by field. I then walked the 
Project Team to the highest point of our land which is adjacent to our neighbours, Mr and Mrs 
Davies, bungalow. I wanted to point out how we would be encircled on three sides by the line of 
poles and to ensure the Team were able to fully appreciate the visual impact the line would have.  

My husband and I were also concerned with the potential visual impact of crossing powerlines in the 
skyline where the new line would cross over the existing 11kV line, this would be visible to us over 
the Davies' land. When I raised this concern we were standing directly under the 11kV line looking 
up at it. I was assured it would not occur as the 11kV line would be placed underground on our 
neighbours land.  

There was not any suggestion that it was only a possibility or a maybe, it was a clear undertaking 
that the 11kV line would be placed underground. When the Project Team left I returned to our 
cottage and relayed the undertaking to my husband.  

End of Statement  

This undertaking at the first meeting we had with the Project Team put our minds at rest and we 
didn't consider this matter again until we were presented with the HoTs document in September 
2015 and attached plan which showed twin poles across our land.  

We undertook some research of the WDP documents on the website and located the Design 
Drawing / Works Order no.3 Profiles, for our section of the line and discovered that the 11kV line 
was not shown as being placed underground and that twin poles had been introduced to provide 
clearance the 11kV line. 

 










